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Abstract 

 

Usability and productivity metrics for s i l icon  debug 

software:   A Case Study 

 

 

 Punit Singh, M.S.E 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:   Dewayne E .  Perry 

Co-supervisor:  Herb Krasner 

 

 

Semiconductor manufacturing is complex. Companies strive to lead in the markets by 

delivering timely chips which are bug (a.k.a defect) free and have very low power consumption. 

The new research drives new features in chips. The case study research reported here is about the 

usability and productivity of the silicon debug software tools. Silicon debug software tools are a 

set of software used to find bugs before delivering chips to the customer. The study has an 

objective to improve usability and productivity of the tools, by introducing metrics. The results 

of the measurements drive a concrete plan of action. The GQM (Goal, Questions, Metrics) 

methodology was used to define and gather data for the measurements. The project was 

developed in two parts or phases. We took the measurements using the method over the two 

phases of the tool development. The findings from phase one improved the tool usability in the 

second phase. The lesson learnt is that tool usability is a complex measurement. Improving 
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usability means that the user will use less of the tool help button; the user will have less 

downtime and will input correct data. Even though for this study the focus was on three 

important tools, the same usability metrics can be applied to the remaining five tools. For 

defining productivity metrics, we also used the GQM methodology. A productivity measurement 

using historic data was done to establish a baseline. The baseline measurements identified some 

existing bottlenecks in the overall silicon debug process. We link productivity to time it takes for 

a debug tool user to complete the assigned task(s). The total time taken for using all the tools 

does not give us any actionable items for improving productivity. We will need to measure the 

time it takes for use of each tool in the debug process to give us actionable items. This is 

identified as future work. To improve usability we recommend making tools that are more robust 

to error handling and have better help features. To improve productivity we recommend getting 

data on where the user is spending most of the debug time. Then, we can focus on improving that 

time-consuming part of debug to make the users more productive. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

 

Company A is a computer chip manufacturing company. The silicon debug group 

discussed here in the report is a key organization of that company. Company A has a metrics 

program already implemented for the silicon design group whose work precedes the group under 

study. Figure1.1 shows the flow of work between the three groups: Silicon Design, Silicon 

Manufacturing and Silicon Debug. Figure 1.2 shows the overall silicon chip design process 

spread over two main phases, silicon design and silicon debug. In between the two phases there 

is a silicon manufacturing step which is the process where the silicon design database is 

manufactured using silicon materials. Silicon manufacturing is a highly complex process that 

will not be discussed in this report. The output of silicon manufacturing is a silicon chip. Silicon 

design is the process which is completed before manufacturing as shown in figure 1.1 and figure 

1.2. Silicon debug is the process which comes after the manufacturing of a silicon chip. It is the 

process where defects (a.k.a bugs) are identified after the chip is manufactured. 
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Silicon Design Manufacturing Silicon Debug

 Company A

Customer

 Design 

Database Silicon chip

Find bug

Validated bug free 

silicon chip

 

 Figure 1.1 Company A and organizations 
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Yes

Yes

No

Silicon Debug flow
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 Figure 1.2 Silicon flows (Design, Manufacture, and Debug) 

 Figure 1.1 shows the logical organization of company A and the interaction of the various 

subgroups inside the company. Silicon design group develops the chip design database. The 

design database is then passed to the manufacturing organization which produces the actual 

physical chip. The chip is then handed over to the silicon debug group which debugs the chip. 

Silicon debug is the process of finding bugs and also validating the bug fixes in silicon chips. 

Bugs are the failures when the chip does not work at the specified voltages or frequencies. This 

case study of the silicon debug group is based on the silicon debug software tools currently in 

use. The MDP (Metrics for Design Process) is the metrics program for the silicon design group 

mentioned earlier. The case study in this report is for the silicon debug group. 
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The MDP was a measurement process flow which was documented for re-use across the 

company. The six step MDP process is described in figure 1.3 and we will go into its details in 

the next chapter. 

 

Identify problem 

flow

Identify flow owner

Develop a Flow 

diagram

Identify Probe 

points

Insert Probes 

using Tools Probe

Setup Analysis of 

the flow

Collect Data for 

Analysis

1

2

3

4

5

6

STEPS FOR METRICS FOR  DESIGN 

PROCESS
 

 Figure 1.3: Steps for MDP. 
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 We used GQM (Goal Question Metrics) methodology for this case study and defined it 

in chapter 3. Both MDP and GQM required goal definition, metric definition, results 

interpretation and an action plan. 

 

Measurement objectives of this case study are: 

 Users of the silicon debug tools are the engineers who find bugs in the silicon chip. 

1. Improve the usability of the selected post silicon tools in terms of how 

effectively the users use the tools to identify silicon bugs. This 

includes all the aspects which would make the tool more usable for 

their work. The usability goal is defined in detail in chapter 3. 

2. Improve the productivity of the tool users so that they can find the 

critical bugs in silicon chip in a timely manner. This finding and fixing 

of the bugs in silicon would then lead to faster time to market for the 

silicon product. Iterations are the process of going through the silicon 

processes over and over again i.e. do silicon design, manufacture and 

debug over again as shown in figure 1.2. If a bug is found then the 

chip has to go through the process of silicon design again to 

manufacture a new version of the silicon chip. If a silicon bug is 

confirmed then the silicon design database has to be prepared again. 

Next a new physical chip has to be manufactured and the silicon 

debug team will again need to validate the new chip. This involves 

millions and millions of dollars in terms of silicon design engineers, 

manufacturing resources, as well as, silicon debug engineers to 

validate the bug fixes. Since iterations are very costly, the company 

strives to reduce the number of iterations and get the silicon chips to 

the customer with no bugs. Improving productivity for this study 

means that silicon bug identification and removal will be faster. With 

increased productivity, there would be fewer iterations and less 
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number of new physical chips manufactured. Overall, the company 

would save lots of money and resources. 

We organize the report as follows: 

1. In chapter 2 we discuss the following  

a. The reference design metrics program.  

b. Usability and productivity related research papers. 

c.  Resistance to any metrics program and comparing experiences 

from this case study to Umarji’s [10] case study.  

2. Chapter 3: Describes the silicon debug process flow model as well as 

how we used the GQM method. 

3. Chapter 4: We discuss our data collection and analysis methods, and we 

present our results.  

4. In chapter 5 we discuss the final conclusions and future work that was 

identified through the case study. 
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Chapter 2: Studies on metrics  

USABILITY METRIC  

 

Usability is a key attribute of software quality in the ISO-9126 model [1]. 

The term usability refers to a set of multiple concepts, such as execution time, 

performance, user satisfaction and ease of learning (learn ability), taken 

together. Figure 2.1 is one such definition. 

  

 

 

    Figure 2.1: Definition of Usability 

 

ENHANCED USABILITY MODEL 

 

We used the enhanced usability model [1] for our definition of usability. According to the 

standard ISO 9241[11], usability is defined in the following way. “Software is usable when it 

allows the user to execute his tasks effectively, efficiently and with satisfaction in the specified 

context of use”. The analysis of the ISO 9241 definitions indicates that this standard has a 

broader perspective of the usability than ISO 9126. ISO 9241 usability definitions focus on the 

quality characteristics which are different from those of usability in ISO 9126 [1].  The usability 

characteristics chosen have additions from the ISO-9241-11 architecture specifications from 
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where the enhanced usability model is derived. Figure 2.2 shows the usability model we used in 

our study. 

 

Figure 2.2: Usability model for reference metrics 

PRODUCTIVITY METRIC 

 

According to Christof Ebert [8], productivity is “output over input”.  It is a 

derived metric based on a function of output, input and environment. Input is 

relatively easy to measure as it is based on those activities that control it. 

Output and environment are more difficult to describe and measure. Ebert 

recommends combining goal oriented techniques with decision support an d  

other operational management techniques. The model from Barry W. Boehm [7] 

was selected and the productivity opportunity tree used is shown in figure 2.3. 
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 Figure 2.3: Productivity opportunity tree [7] 

 

The software productivity improvement opportunity tree takes into account the 

staffing, process improvements, elimination of  wasteful steps, elimination of 

rework, building simpler products and also potentially reusing components. 

We use this model to drive specific productivity improvements identified 

in this case study.  

 

 

METRICS FOR DESIGN PROCESS (MDP) 

MDP is the methodology which is currently used in the company’s silicon design 

organization. The metrics team deploying it consisted of six key engineers from two different 

internal groups. The silicon debug group had shown an interest in improving their debug 

productivity. Here is some background about MDP. 

MDP methodology 

The salient features of MDP are: 
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1. Flow focus: There was a broader look at the design flow in order to improve 

the most significant bottlenecks. Their focus was not on improving individual 

tools performance.  

2. Measurement Points: The methodology looks for stage run times. Block flow 

run time is the individual run time for each stage. MD (Mask Design) is t h e  

p r o c e s s  o f  drawing up the chip using software to meet the specifications. 

From figure 2.4 it is learnt the last block take hours to weeks to finish. The 

flow analysis shows the bottlenecks which need to be addressed for design. 

The 10,000 fixes were the bottlenecks for the MD cleanup. We record the 

progress using probe points and instrumentation. Information was extracted 

by mapping the activity to a flow-diagram.  

 

 

 Figure 2.4: MD cleanup work is the bottleneck in the Silicon Design.  

The steps to reduce MD cleanup are: 

i. Release inputs needed by Mask Design earlier in the flow. For figure 

3.4 instead of waiting for “replace DFM”, some inputs come directly 

from “clean layout flow”. This enables early start of cleanup. 

ii. Place more engineers to reduce time for cleanup. 

. 

3. LEAN: We benchmark the design organization with similar organizations in other 
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companies. With this, we use the latest methods and improve productivity of the 

design engineers. 

MDP is a Process enabled by set of tools   

 

The categories of tools used for MDP were: 

 
1. Probing tools: 

 
 

(a)  Tools Probe:  Tools Probe is an internally developed instrumentation 

tool in company A. It is installed in a  number of tools capturing 

thousands o f  events per minute from the design processes. Tool probes 

are inserted in high frequency features and it has been proven that there is 

no degradation to interactive process times. Tools Probe has a number of 

benefits that include 

 

i. only one line of code per probe 

 

ii. Multiple language support   Java, C++, TCL and Perl 

 

iii. Threaded, non-blocking implementation with little to no impact 

on tool runtime 

iv. We have successfully used on several tools 

 (b)  Design metrics:  Package for facilitating probing of large TCL/ C++ 

CAD (Computer Aided Design), where probe owners may not own or 

have access to all the code for probing.  This package uses the Tools Probe 

in cases where we cannot setup probes in the source code. 

 

2. Analysis Tools 
 

 

(a)  Workbench:  Graphic tool for creating, sharing and publishing customized 

and complex flow analysis. 

(b)  DB Center:  IT supported web-based query creation and data 
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visualization engine. 

(c)  MySQL Workbench:  Well supported and  free MySQL client. 

(d)  UNIX analysis tools 

(e)  JMP tool for data mining. 

HOW MDP IS DEPLOYED 

 

There are 6 steps for the deployment of MDP 

 

Step one:   consist of two parts 

 
1 .  Identify problematic  f l o w s .  Flows with high potential for waste have 

some of the following features.  Flow is defined as one process entity in the 

process flow model. For example in the MD flow in figure 2.4 the following are 

example flows which make up the process flow model. 

1. Delete DFM ( DFM is design specific information) 

2. Clean Layout Flow 

3. Replace DFM 

4. MD cleanup 

 

(a) How to find it? We find where we are spending maximum time. For example, the 

time consuming flow for silicon design is MD cleanup.  

(b) The data exchange from one flow to the other always involves multiple users. 

(c) Problematic flow always has a constant change of inputs. We see other 

 non-problematic flow showing an opposite symptom 

. 

(d)  Flows which do not get the job right the first time are considered 

problematic flows.  
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2. Identify flow owners 
 

 

(a)  We identify a committed flow owner who has a vested interest in the entire 

flow improvement. Often flow owner is a designer. He or she helps decide 

what flows to check and what analysis we should do. 

(b)  The flow owner drives the setup of probes into the flows. Tools probe, 

described in the MDP set of tools section in details, is the tool used to 

instrument the software tools for metrics measurements. 

 

Time requirement estimated: For this step one it is 1-4 weeks if 1 hour 

per week is spent establishing this.   

 

Step two: Construct a flow diagram 

 

 This is a first step in the mapping of the design flow. Flow diagram does 

provide multi-user flows in one big picture. 

 

(a) A flow template is  provided which is used for describing the procedures, 

tools and how they interact w i t h  each other. 

(b) The different types of steps in the flows are identified. They are 

classified as user input based (interactive) and non-user input based 

(batch). 

 

Time requirement anticipated: 2-4 weeks if 1 hour per week is spent 

establishing this. 
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Step Three: Identify Probing points 

 
Next is the identification of the probe points of interest. 

 
 

(a)  We use the flow map identified in step two to leverage the identification of 

which tools and procedures to probe. 

(b)  The results of identification must be very detailed and  consist of a list 

of tools and the specific procedures to probe. 

 

(c)  A developer should be able to take the list and know exactly what is to 

be probed. 

 

(d)  A review of the list is done with the flow owner identified in step one. 

The developer and MDP representatives participate in the review. 

 

Time requirement anticipated: 2 weeks if 1 hour per week is spent 

establishing this. 

 

Step Four: Insert Tools Probe 

 
 

(a)  Developers take the list points and go to work. 

 
(b)  MDP m e t r i c s  t e a m  provides training on how to load and utilize the 

Tools Probe package. 

 

(c)  A developer should be able to take the list and know exactly what should 

be used to probe. 

 

(d)  Typically developer can self-teach and have their first probe working in as 

fast as less than 30 minutes. 

 

Time requirement anticipated: 2-8 weeks, which is variable as a lot 

depends on the developer availability and release cycles. Typical projects have 

between 20-200 probes. 
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Step five: Setup Analysis  

 

There are discussions on setup analysis between metrics and design teams. We 

come up with the best method for the setup. It often includes: 

 

(a)  We use both existing and new analysis based on the needs of the flow. 

 

(b)  Enable exporting the analysis to a wider audience using tools like DB 

(Data B a s e ) Center, which is an internal tool used for analysis. 

 

(c)  Train the developers to be self-sufficient in the analysis. 
 
 

Time requirements anticipated:  Two days for first order data  

 

and 2-8 weeks for more detailed analysis. 

 

Step six: Collect Real Time Data and Analysis 

 
 

(a) Some design flows yield actionable data in a few weeks. Typically this is 

when glaring issues are i d e n t i f i e d  in the tools or the execution. 

 

(b) Typically these are the areas where MDP has exposed deeper issues 

which require further analysis. The issues identified could be a result of a 

methodology, tools or software changes etc. 

(c) Always the expected outcome from this stage is that we come up with an 

actionable item from which we can implement changes to the existing flow. 

 

Time requirements anticipated:  2-12 weeks. 

 

RESISTANCE OF ADAPTATION OF FORMALIZED METRICS:  A COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS 

STUDY 

 

Consistent with the studies done by Umarji [9], company A also had the same 
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resistance for the formalized metric program. We use GQM (Goal, 

Questions and Metrics) methods in which there is a GQM interview step. 

GQM interviews are the interviews done with all the members of the 

measurement team in the case study. We conducted interviews with the 

members of the metrics team. Based on the interview responses in the 

GQM interviews the top most questions asked by developers were the 

following: 

 
(a) Will the insertion on of  the probes have any negative effect on my 

code? Will it affect the performance of my tool? 

(b) How does the metrics program help me? What is in for me? 

 

(c)  It all makes sense but why do we need it in this project? 

(d) There are too many issues going on at this time so i do not think we 

should insert any probing?  

(e)  This is not the highest priority right now to do metrics at this time. There 

are other higher priority items. 

(f)  Management ag rees  t o  implemen t  t he  met r i cs  p ro gram  but 

our new silicon is ready for debug.  A t  t h e  s a m e  t i m e ,  we do not 

have any time to react and insert the probes.  Can we make this next 

priority? 

Key lessons learnt from the comparison 

 

We compare silicon debug case study in this report with the reference case study 

done by Umarji and Emirian [10]. Umarji [9] used the techniques from Umarji 

and Emirian [10] case study analyzing the perspectives of managers and 

developers. We explain similarity and differences in both of the case studies. 

(a) The Metrics Acceptance Model (MAM) [10] captures the perspectives of 
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project managers and developers. The MAM surveys brought to light the 

fears of adverse results because of software metrics. 

(b) Organizations viewed the usefulness of metrics differently . In 

Umarji’s case, the managers did not believe in the usefulness of metrics 

and did not use them. This was different for our case study. Managers in 

our silicon debug organization did believe in the benefits from the use of 

the metrics. Their belief was because of the successful demonstration of 

the metrics program for design.  

(c) In both cases (current and Umarji’s) finalizing the metric tool was 

the easiest part of the metrics program. People in the metrics team 

(developers, managers and users) believed the choice of metrics tool was a 

simple one. We did not find any opposition to select the metric tools. The 

Design Automation team understood the flow and had the tool developer 

place the probes for measurement within hours which showed the ease of 

use. The managers found using probes to  be easy but made sure the 

developers test the probes. Developers placed and tested probes on the 

offline server before porting to the live servers. The managers expressed 

that there should be no downtime for the live servers due to the probes. To 

see how the users interact with the tester please see figure 3.1 of the next 

chapter. If testers used for silicon debug were down due to the probes, 

then this would lead to wasted time of the debuggers. For clarification, a 

debugger is an engineer who is assigned the task of finding bugs in the 

silicon before delivering it to the customer. 

(d) We have seen that there is still resistance from the developers even though 

the project development team is a small team of 3 developers. Resistance 

is seen in both small teams like Silicon Debug team as well as large ones like 

the one in the Umarji case study. The resistance often stems from the 

developers’ distrust of  the metrics process and a lack of belief that t h e  
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metrics will be useful [10]. For the Silicon Debug team this aspect of 

resistance was identified through the project wide meeting held where 

engineers openly share their thoughts on the metrics program. Another 

pointer pointing to this was also based on the list of the different 

questions posed in the GQM interviews in the goal definition phase.  

(e) The developers had no concern about any expectations of managers from 

them about metrics. The developers will have a different view, if 

managers set expectations from them. An example expectation would be if 

each developer is rated on his or her success based on the metrics of his or 

her tools. At least from the GQM interview session, that a s p e c t  did not 

seem to be a concern when compared to the studies of Umarji papers [9, 

10]. This difference from the Umarji case study arises as the management 

wanted to do this metrics program on a trial basis and henceforth did not set 

any concrete expectations from the team. 

(f) Fear of adverse consequences: This was also highlighted by developers, 

similar to Umarji studies. Developers feared consequences if the metrics 

did show something related to the code performance or anything which 

highlighted a delay in the project. As the objectives of the management 

were not clearly communicated it was natural fo r  the fears to be there. 
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Chapter 3: Derived Metrics for silicon debug software model 

SILICON DEBUG FLOW MODEL 

We created a flow model for silicon debug using various software debug tools as a part 

of this case study. In figure 3.1 we show the created model and how the various tools interact 

with one another. 

Setup chip tester

*Use Fusetool to 

setup the silicon 

for testing

Chip  is engaged 

with the tester

Read the current values used 

in setup

Override the current settings

Choose next test

Check 2 

Dimensional 

Graph output

Examine FAIL 

Chip PASSED test

Testing 

Complete

FAIL

PASS

Choose next chip

Does Test 

enable Tool  

LCP?

Does Test 

Enable Tool 

Scanout?

* Determine from 

LCP tool when is 

the FAIL?

*Determine from 

Scanout tool 

where is the FAIL?

Examine in details 

where in circuit 

with PTLM 

Use probe Tools 

on silicon to 

confirm FAIL

Is Circuit Bug 

confirmed?

File Bug and Notify 

Design Team for 

fix

Re-examine Data.

Check if test is 

setup correctly

Silicon Design 

team determines 

the Fix

NO

YES

YES
NO

NO

YES

Finsh Testing

All Chips 

tested?

NO

YES

YES

NO

* Tools which are evaluated 

for usability

 

     Figure 3.1: Tool enabled silicon debug process 
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The tool enabled silicon debug process model in figure 3.1 is created as a part of this 

case study. 

Tools evaluated in case study 

The following tools are used in the silicon debug process: 

1. Tester is a piece of hardware equipment to test the silicon for bugs. 

2.  Shmoo (a two dimensional graph tool), is a tool used for silicon failure 

diagnosis. 

3. Probing tools give an X-ray v i e w  of the chip to identify failures. 

4. PTLM (Physical To Logical Mapping) is tool to map Silicon Design 

Database to the physical silicon chip as shown in figure 3.2. The failing 

devices on the physical chip help to identify bugs. 

 

SILICON 

DESIGN 

DATABASE

PHYSICAL 

SILICON 

CHIPPTLM 

TOOL

MAPPING

 

   Figure 3.2: Mapping using PTLM tool  

5.  LCP (Locate Critical Path) is a tool to locate the bug in silicon under 

different scenarios(s) and conditions. 

6. Scanout is a tool to find the location in the physical chip where the bug is 

located. 
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Interaction of the tools 

As shown in the figure 3.1, the user sets up the chip tester. User is the engineer 

who does the silicon debugging using the silicon debug software tools.  User 

runs tests on the silicon to obtain a 2-Dimensional shmoo graph. To diagnose the 

failures identified in the graph, the user can use any of the tools. One possible 

path in the model is that the user can use the Physical to Logical Mapping tool 

(PTLM). If more information is needed probing tools are used. Probing tools give 

an X-ray view of the chip to identify the faults. 

THE GQM APPROACH 

 

GQM (Goal Question Metrics) is a systematic approach for defining metrics 

with respect to a stated goal. GQM defines a certain goal, refines this goal into 

questions and defines metrics that should provide the information to answer these 

questions. By answering the questions, the measured data defines the goals 

operationally. The GQM model starts top-down with the definition of an explicit 

measurement goal. This goal is refined into several questions that break down the 

issue into its major components. Each question is then refined into metrics that 

should provide information to answer those questions [4]. As the metrics were 

defined with an explicit goal in mind, the information provided by the metrics 

should be interpreted and analyzed with respect to the goals [4]. The GQM 

method consists of four phases [4] as shown in figure 3.3. 
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 Figure 3.3: The four phases of Goal/Metric methods [4] 

 

(a) Planning phase: During which a measurement project is selected and 

defined. 

 

(b) Definition phase: 
 

During which the GQM model is defined .This is the stage where goal, 

questions, metrics and hypothesis are defined and documented 

 

(c) Data Collection phase: During which actual data collection takes place. 

(d) Interpretation phase: During which collected data is processed with respect 

to the defined metrics. The results are used to provide answers to the defined 

questions, after which the goal attainment can be evaluated. 

DEFINING OUR GQM MODEL 

 

Here we discuss the GQM model created. A brainstorming session was held to 

come up with questions to define the goal in lower level detail. The metrics help 

us answer the questions developed. Questions developed should satisfy the 

defined goals we came up with. Here are the phases which the  GQM 

methodology defines [4]. 
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(a) GQM application selection:  

We selected three out of eight silicon debug tools as our application for the 

measurements. The three tool details are discussed in chapter four. 

The criteria we used for the selection of these tools were: 

1.  The selected tool interacted with other tools to create a complete flow 

model. 

2. The tool source code was owned by the developers and was a not third 

party software component. The developers for the tools easily 

“instrument” the code for enabling data gathering. This process is also 

discussed later in detail. 

(b) Goal Definition phase:  

For the purpose of defining the measurement goals, as discussed earlier we 

used the GQM goal definition template [4]. The GQM method was chosen 

as it had a very detailed step by step guide. As recommended in the book by 

Solingen and Berghout [4], all members of a project team should be 

involved in defining measurement goals to establish their commitments. 

Table 3.1 enumerates the team members and their roles in the 

silicon debug process. Users of the debug software tools are called 

“product development engineers”. Design automation engineers are the 

engineers who implement and integrate the metrics related tools into the 

debug software tools. The only metric tool used is called Tools Probe (the 

measurements tool). More details about Tools Probe are found in the later 

sections of this report. Software developers are the ones that developed the 

debug software tools (not the metric tools). 
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Employee job Title Employee project role Number 

Engineering Manager Technical lead 1 

General Manager Manufacturing organization 

business manager 

2 

Product Development Engineer Silicon debug 

engineers using debug tools 

4 

Component design Engineer Debug engineers from Design 

t eam using debug tools 

2 

Design Automation Engineer Engineers to deploy Tools probe 1 

Software developers Tool developer who develop the software 

tools for debug 

2 

     Table 3.1: Roles of the Project team 

 

DEFINITION OF THE GOALS FOR THE METRICS 

 

We defined the goals using the template by provided by Basili et al. [5] as 

described in table 3.2. 

 
 

Analyze The object under measurement 

For the purpose of Understanding, controlling,  or improving the object 

With  respect to The quality  focus of the object that  the measurement 
focuses on 

From the viewpoint of The people that  measure the object 

In the context  of The environment in which measurement take place 

 Table 3.2 Template used for the Goal Definition. 

Using the above template two goals were defined for our study. They are defined in 

table 3.3 and table 3.6. Tables 3.4 and 3.7 show the questions used between the goal and 

metric definition phases. The questions phase is the intermediate step between these two 
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definition phases. The grouping of the questions to a metric is also shown in figures 3.4 and 

3.5. Table 3.5 and 3.8 show the metrics defined for usability and productivity respectively. 

 

USABILITY DEFINITION 

 

 
Analyze Usability of tools in the silicon debug process 

For the purpose of Improving usability of the tools for the end user. 

With  respect to The existing tools which have shown these: 
 Do not have ease of use, 
 Are command based,  
 Requires tool owner guidance to the users. 

From the viewpoint 
of 

The end users, developers and manager 

In the context  of End users on Windows based platform  on chip testers  using 
the debug tools for the silicon debug 

 Table 3.3: Goal definition for the Usability Goal 
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Usability 1. What does usability mean to you? Is it the ease use? 

 2. How do we quantify the usability of the tools?  Is no. of times 

the tool is used in getting a solution faster, a good indicator? 

 3. To the manager does the usability goal matter? What would 
they like to see as a usability goal? For them usability of the tool 
means the silicon debug engineer does not have any downtime of 
the tool. 

 4. Does usability  also include the time it takes to train  a new 

person to use the tool? 

 5. Does a clear help and training  guide enhance the usability  for 

the users? 

 6. Would you like to see some data  on how many users were able 
to 

use the tool effectively?  

 

 
Table 3.4: Questions for 

usability measurement 

7. Is the usage model clear enough for the tool?  D o  the users 

know what to expect and what not to from the tool? 
Table 3.4: Questions for usability measurement  8. How do you document and advertise cases for the tool which 

are not supported? Can the use rs  understand the 

limitations and find solutions outside the tool scope? 

 9. Users have complained of unclear command line options and 
unwanted execution of the tool command lines. What do you plan 
to do to ease the frustration of the user?  

 

 

10. The tools initially on deployment fail to produce the right 
answers. What can be done to fix bugs in the tools beforehand? 

 11. Is there any suggestion to the tool developer which you would 
like to give? 

to improve your experience with the tool?  12. Can usability of the tools be improved with a one shot training 
and demo? 

 Table 3.4: Questions for usability measurement 
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     Table 3.5: Usability Metric Definitions 

No. Metric defined Tools 
Applicable 

Unit Description 

1 HelpUsed All tools Natural  
no. 

Number of times 

the user had to 

use the help feature 

2 ToolExecuteSuccess All tools Natural  
no. 

Number of times the tool 
executed properly and gave the 
result 

3 ToolDown All tools Natural  
no. 

Number of times the tool was 
unusable. 

4 PTLMtoolStepstomap PTLM  Natural  
no. 

Number of steps to map from 
silicon design database to chip. 

 

5 FusetoolComplete Fusetool Time in 

hr:min:sec 

Time it took for the user to use 
the fuse override tool.   

6 ToolIncorrectInput All tools Natural  
no. 

Number of times the tool did 
not give the correct answer due 
to the incorrect inputs fed to it. 

7 ScanToolSuccessMisma
tch 

Scan tool Natural  
no. 

Number of times the tool 
identified the data for the 
mismatch. 

8 LCPToolSuccessCycle LCP tool Time in 

hr:min:sec 

Time spent by the user from a 
bug exploration sighting to 
identify the critical clock cycle 
from the tool. 

9 FusetoolOverrideOK Fusetool Natural  
no. 

Number of times the tool was 
successful in overriding the 
silicon values used for the 
debug setup. 
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 Figure 3.4: Linking of the questions to usability metrics  
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PRODUCTIVITY DEFINITION 

 
Analyze Productivity in the silicon debug process in closing the bugs 

found in the silicon 

For the purpose of Understanding where the bottlenecks are in the debug flow 
and improve to reduce them for faster debug. Removing 
bottlenecks ensure a faster response time for the design team to fix 
the bugs. 
 With  respect to The number of days it takes to isolate a bug is sometimes too long. 
We need a method to find out the issues that prevent us from 
isolating bugs faster. 

From the 
viewpoint of 

The end users, developers and manager 

In the context  of When the end users are debugging the silicon 

 Table 3.6 Goal definition for the Productivity Goal. 

  

            Table 3.7: Questions used for the GQM methodology for Productivity 

 
Productivity 1. What  changes in the tools do you want to see to improve the 

time 

to isolate silicon bugs?  2. Are the current tools difficult to start,  run and get a final 
answer for the resolution of problems in silicon? 

 3. How do we measure that the tool output is correct? Do you 
debate the tool output accuracy? 

 4. Is more validation  of the tools before deployment the 
solution for 

improving the productivity?  5. What kind of automation would you like to see to improve 
the time the tool takes to execute? 

 
 6. What  can be done so that  the tool stability  is ensured and 

the tools 

are available and always running?  7. What are the tools which take the most time to run and 
why? Is it just because of the large amount of database they 
need to interpret? Will more compute resources help in the 
execution of the tool? 
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 8. Is there any way we can measure the time between using the 
tool and user thinking time? What percentage of think time 
takes up the total time? 
 

 9. Are the tool failures reported effectively? Are the tool failures 
separated into the real tool failures vs. the ones caused by the 
operating system? 

   Table 3.7: Questions used for the GQM methodology for Productivity 

 

No. Metrics Defined Tools Unit Description 

 

1 

 

TimetoisolateBug 

Applicable 

 
Time in 

hr:min:s

ec 

Time required to isolate the 

bug in terms of individual 

tool time 

2 Thinktime All Tools Time 

hr:min:se

c 

Time in between tool runs 

3 ToolRuntime All Tools Time in 

hr:min:se

c 

Total  time to run, get final 

answer and exit the tool. 

 Table 3.8: Productivity Metric Definition 

 

   Figure 3.5: Linking of the questions to productivity 
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GQM DATA COLLECTION PHASE 

 

The following procedures define all the aspects that are necessary to carry out 

the data collection tasks for this study. This data collection phase is automated 

by the tool which is in place for instrumentation, i.e. Tools Probe. In this 

phase we define what needs to be probed, so that meaningful measurements 

can take place. We “instrumented” the following tools in order to collect the 

needed metrics.  

 

(a) Fusetool - Tool used to bring up silicon settings.  Fuse is a hardware switch 

which is programmed to get a specific value. 

 

(b) PTLM - Tool used to map the silicon design database to the silicon chip. See 

figure 3.2. 

 

(c) Scanout: It is a tool to find the location in the physical chip where the bug is 

located. 

 
Fusetool and Scanout tools are Perl based Windows O.S. developed tools 

which interface with the tester. The tools  were inserted w i t h  the 

probes  which were written i n  Perl. A probe is the instrumentation 

code embedded in the tools for metrics data collection. The snapshot of 

the code is shown in figure 3.6. Windows processes were created to 

interface through SSH (s e c u r e  shell). The data is transferred by this 

SSH connection to the database. See figure 3.7 for the interface from 

Windows to UNIX. 
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DEFINING THE PROBE POINTS 

 

MARS is Metrics Aggregation and Reduction System which is the 

internal code name project that aims at collecting, reducing and 

analyzing design process data with the ultimate goal  of monitoring and 

optimizing the entire design flow. The probes used for the tools were 

placed at the identified p r o b e  points.  

 

When Windows MARS probe is triggered it passes all the required 

parameters to gather metrics to the MARS database. Here is one such 

example taken from a probe placed in fusetool. 

.  

Wmars  probe(-user, fusetooluser,-block,  fuse help, -tool, clvfusetool, 

- routine,  fusehelp); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following below are the generic fields options available on the  

 

probes. 

 

 
options =   

(’-block’,’-tool’,’-routine’,’-flow’,’-data, ’-user’,’-init_time’,’-quit_ time’, 

’-run_ time’,’-init_ mem_ KB’,’-quit_mem_ KB’); 

 

- 

 

1. -block identifies the block in the code. 

2. -tool identifies the tools for the MAR probe. 

3. –routine is the routine in the flow for which the probe is placed. 
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4. -flow describes which path the tool has taken for the execution. 

5. –data is the data associated with the flow. 

6. –user is the user identified for the tool. 

7. –init_time identifies the start time for the MARS probe. It is an 

indicator of the time the probe was initiated. 

8. –run_time explicitly gives the total run time for the tool. 

9. –init_mem_KB logs the initial memory in Kilobytes before the 

start of the tool. 

10. –quit_mem_KB logs the memory before the quitting of the tool so 

that memory consumption can be evaluated. 

 

One key thing to note about the probes is that no all the probe 

options need to be defined. New undefined options for probes can 

be created for any uncovered cases. 
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 Figure 3.6: Probe stub used in the Perl code 

WINDOWS TO UNIX INTERFACE IMPLEMENTED FOR DATA COLLECTION 

 

In figure 3.7 the data collection flow is explained across the two operating 

systems. The interface from the windows to UNIX is shown. MARS is the 

defined as the Metrics and Aggregation Reduction System which is 

the in-house probing system in company A. The description of the 

interface is as follows. 
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   Figure 3.7: Probing interface for Windows based tools 

 

 

Windows side Probing 

There are multiple tools per windows machine.  Each tool invokes its own 

MARS engine which including a writing tool and a communication tool.  

MARS engine writing tool writes to a temporary folder containing either one 

log file with tagged information or multiple files, based on one of each per 

probe. MARS engine communication tool also called Window Mars Exe will 

read data from the temporary files. Using SSH the Windows Mars Exe will 

send the data along with an exec call to the UNIX side. Note, all of the output 

on the interface will be non-blocking.  

UNIX Side 

SSH connection is made per probe message. The probe connects using a 
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common login server to a faceless or common MDP user account. The MDP 

user account contains a Unix Probe Mars Exe which is activated b y  a n  

exec call to send the probe information to MARS Database. Since all the 

database collection was done on the UNIX side, the interface defined in figure 

3.7 was needed. This was needed for the tools based on windows – scantool and 

the fusetool. The PTLM tool did not need the interface as it was a purely UNIX 

based tool. . 
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Chapter 4: Presentation of the data and Interpretation of the results 

GQM INTERPRETATION PHASE 

 

Is this chapter we discuss the results from metrics data collection for  the three 

tools.  The following are the three tools where probes were inserted. Please refer 

back to figure 3.1 on how the tools interacted in the silicon debug model. 

 

(a)  Fusetool 

  
(b)  Scanout tool 

 
(c)  PTLM Physical To logical Mapping Tool. 

 

 

USABILITY METRIC INTERPRETATION 

Data results for Fusetool 

 
Figure 4.1 shows the results of  the captured data by the probes for the tool 

for two phases of the project. Phase one was the developmental and the 

deployment phase and had a testing period of ten days. Phase two was the 

deployment phase after the initial testing was completed. There was data 

collection for four days from the start of phase two. 
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   Figure 4.1: Data collection for phase 1 and 2: Fusetool 

 

 There are eight probes defined and four metrics associated with them. The data 

were analyzed for both the phases and the lessons learnt are as follows. The 

format we have used for the discussion below is as follows: Metric (probes) 

e.g. HelpUsed (fusehelp)   

(a) HelpUsed (fusehelp): The fusetool initially had a lot of probe hits in 
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phase one (20) for using the help feature, which eventually went down 

in phase two. This reduction in help use in phase two was due to the 

appropriate training given by the tool developer. The number of hits 

went down by factor 1:10. Initial training before phase one did not help 

the user to use fusetool. The developer realized this with the numerous 

questions from the users. He decided to do the training once again with 

different training materials based on the feedback received. In addition to 

that, the help option for the tool was extended and FAQ section 

suggested by m a j o r i t y  of the users was published in the user-guide. 

With all of the actions taken, new users can easily self-train themselves 

now onwards. The management and the developer decided to track Help 

used as a standard metric for all new tool development. 

(b) ToolIncorrectInput (fuseinvalid): Users (silicon debug engineers) had error 

prone input command lines for fusetool. Also, there were other times when 

the fusetool itself did not really show an error on invalid command 

entering and that made the user think he has run the tool correctly, when in 

fact he/she had not. We confirm these stated facts by observing the probe 

data for probe “fuseinvalid” as shown in figure 4.1. Feedback from users 

was that the developer should give more meaningful errors for invalid 

commands. This enhancement developed in phase two helped to reduce 

the number invalid command errors. The data from figure 4.1 shows the 

number of invalid commands indicated by the probe “fuseinvalid” has 

dropped from 25 to 3. This shows an increased in the usability of the tool. 

We ignore the fact that the phase two data was taken for four days. Our 

justification is that if we did average out the “fuseinvalid” probe data for 

phase one (25/2.5 = 10) the number 10 would be higher than phase two by 

a factor of 3.3. Since there is significant reduction compared to phase one, 

we conclude that improvement has been made to make the tool more 
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usable. 

(c)  FusetoolOverrideOK (fusetoolCpuOvOK, fusetoolcpu1OvrOk, 

fusetoolncOvOK fusetoolSCOvOK, and fusetoolToolSucess):  The five 

probes “fusetoolCpuOvOK”, “fusetoolCpu1OvOK”, “fusetoolncOvOK”, 

“ fusetoolSCOvOK”, “ fusetoolToolSucess” were used to determine the 

success of the execution of the tool. The data are recorded in figure 4.1 for 

these probes. To see the definition of the metrics associated with these please 

refer back to table 3.6 on the metrics definition for FusetoolComplete and 

Fusetooloverrideok. These probe simply records the number of times the 

fusetool successfully was able to setup the silicon for debug. Compared to 

phase one the numbers recorded was smaller. This is due to the fact that the 

fusetool was used for less number of days in phase two.  

(d) ToolExecuteSuccess (fuseOverFromFile):  fuseOverFromFile was a feature 

which was introduced late in the tool.  It was a “requirements creep” (we 

often say in software design) as it was never planned for to be supported. 

The objective of this probe was to observe how a feature introduced late 

affected the measurements project. Though this new feature was introduced 

with some amount of training, it was only used once in phase two. In the 

phase one, the feature was hidden and not released.  From the probe data, 

we conclude that there could be redundant features in the tool which a r e  

u s e d  b y  a  f e w  u s e r s . Since the new feature coded was a small 

programming overhead, the ROI (Return on investment) to support it was 

very low. One usability metrics related aspect is supporting low ROI 

features takes away precious time from the developer. The decisions of 

dropping features vs. supporting them can be made by data collected from 

such probes. 
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Aggregate lessons for fusetool 

 Aggregate lessons are the lessons from data interpretations of all the metrics. 

From the metrics there are no aggregate lessons for the fusetool. 

 

DATA RESULTS FOR SCANTOOL  

 

Figure 4.2 shows the probes captured data for  the scantool o n l y  for 

phase two. Scantool was in the critical path in its development, so it was 

decided by the management that no probes will be inserted for metric capture 

in phase one.  

 

 

  Figure 4.2: Data collection for phase 2: Scantool 

 

Here is what has been learnt from the data collected. 

 

(a)  HelpUsed (scanhelp): Help was used by the end users frequently in spite 

of training before the deployment phase. Compared with the fusetool 

discussed earlier, help usage was half. This could be explained based on 

fact that only 50% of the users needed to use this tool.  The feedback given 

to the developer was that the usability of the tool was good in comparison 

to the fusetool. Incorrect inputs entered gave some sort of output messages, 

unlike the fusetool which sometimes incorrectly executed with invalid 

command lines. However, the error messages were cryptic and needed to 
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be improved. The improvements identified were to enhance the tool 

outputs so that there more meaningful messages from the tool. This will 

help the user to independently act upon the errors instead of seeking 

support from the developer. 

 

(b)  ToolIncorrectInput (scaninvalid): The number of times the scantool failed 

due to the user inputting incorrect data w a s  less than the fusetool. 

Again, lower number of users using the tool was the reasoning behind those 

lower numbers.  

 

(c)  ScanToolSuccessMismatch (ScantoolSuccess): Though the execution of 

the tool did not have many issues, the ability of the tool to give accurate 

information about the bugs in silicon was of concern. There were two tool 

bugs which were released end of phase two. The bug fixes did make 

number from the probe “ScantoolSuccess” to increase and make results 

look very good. Since no data was collected before and after the tool 

bug fixes for comparison, the tool usability aspect was not really 

captured well. 

 

DATA RESULTS FOR PTLM  

 

Figure 4.3 shows th e  data for the probes captured for PTLM tool in phase two 

of the project. PTLM was not developed by the same developers of other 

Windows based Perl tools. Due to this there was no deployments of this tool for 

phase one and hence there was no data for that phase. PTLM is a UNIX based 

tool and so there i s  no requirement to interface the MARS system with 

Windows as shown in Figure 3.7. There were many probes defined by the 

Design Automation engineer supporting the tool. We analyzed only seven of 

the seventy-two enabled for probing. The selection of the seven was based on 
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the importance of those events from a user standpoint. We discuss the results 

based on ToolExecuteSuccess metric based on five of the seven probes in 

the following table. The “DecodeMapable” and “startTool” probe data were 

not useful to be related individually or as a group for any meaningful 

conclusions. “DecodeMapable” did not give us any usability improvement. 

“startTool” did not indicate if the tool had actually done its intended 

purpose. The “KillMe” and “run” probes show data on the tool stability and 

successful runs and that is why they were used for analysis. 

We discuss only the results of five of the seven probes data for which we 

interpreted conclusions. We do not discuss the remaining two probes data as 

there were no meaningful conclusions from them. 

 

 Figure 4.3: Data collection for phase 2: PTLM 

 

 

Key lessons learnt from the data collection for this tool were: 

 

(a)  PTLMtoolStepstomap (highlight, KillMe, run): Please refer to table 3.6 item 4 

for the definition of the metric.  The issue identified was that it took too long to 

map from the silicon database to the silicon chip using PTLM. For example it 

took 48 key strokes to map a common bus of 12 nodes. An enhancement was 

introduced in phase two which reduced the number of steps by a scale of 1:4 which 
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means the same mapping could be done in 12 keystrokes.  The probe “highlight” 

was used to track the enhanced feature. Based on the data from the “highlight” 

probe, we can conclude that the new feature was heavily used and that too 

successfully. Two other probes, in addition to the highlight probe, were used to 

confirm that the feature did execute correctly. They were the “killme” and “run” 

probes. Low values of “killme” were indicative that the enhancement feature was 

robust. “killme” probe indicates how many times the PTLM tool crashed. At the 

same time high value of “run” also indicated that the PTLM tool was robust in its 

operation of the enhanced feature.  The “highlight” probe value of 28 indicated that 

the feature was used successfully. This shows that the steps taken by the tool to map 

has been reduced. 

 

(b) ToolExecuteSuccess (kill, run, schGetRt, rtlGetsch): The probe data from the “kill” 

and “run” numbers showed that the ToolExecuteSuccess metric was good.  Other 

probes “schGetRt” and “rtlGetsch” (see figure 4.3) data also showed the high 

success in the executions of the features of the tool. 

PRODUCTIVITY METRIC INTERPRETATION  

Data results for productivity 
 

Data was collected for the Metric “TimetoisolateBug” through the database analysis 

of four projects including one current project.  This was done so as to get a baseline 

metric from data which already existed. The next steps are to place probe points in the 

existing project. This will give detailed data to identify which steps in the Silicon Debug 

take longer than others. Figure 4.4 shows the data collected for the four projects. We will 

define each field collected in the next section. 
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   Figure 4.4: Data on productivity collected across two families of silicon 

 

Silicon spin 1 Family one     

id submitted_date updated_date closed_date 
Days to 
isolate 

Days to 
update 

Revisions 
before 
isolate 

200124 8/9/2010 16:05 9/1/2010 11:10 9/1/2010 11:10 22 22 5 

200134 
10/14/2010 

18:03 
11/15/2010 

17:33 
11/15/2010 

17:33 31 31 16 

200139 
10/15/2010 

18:45 
1/13/2011 

15:50 
1/13/2011 

15:50 89 89 8 

200143 
10/26/2010 

10:18 
4/12/2011 

13:16 
4/12/2011 

13:16 168 168 13 

200156 
12/2/2010 

14:41 
12/16/2010 

10:29 
12/16/2010 

10:29 13 13 6 

200163 
12/7/2010 

18:53 
1/18/2011 

13:49 
1/18/2011 

13:32 41 41 10 

200166 
12/8/2010 

15:23 
4/27/2011 

10:00 
4/26/2011 

17:09 139 139 9 

200171 
12/9/2010 

10:32 1/3/2011 9:56 1/3/2011 9:56 24 24 8 

200172 
12/9/2010 

14:05 
1/18/2011 

13:51 
1/18/2011 

13:33 39 39 8 

200183 
12/16/2010 

3:35 
12/17/2010 

13:25 
12/17/2010 

13:25 1 1 4 

200184 
12/17/2010 

15:02 
12/17/2010 

15:11 
12/17/2010 

15:11 0 0 5 

200191 
1/13/2011 

15:33 
3/25/2011 

10:54 
3/25/2011 

10:54 70 70 6 

200202 2/9/2011 8:18 
2/23/2011 

11:54 1/3/2011 9:56 36 14 4 

       Silicon spin 2 Family one     

id submitted_date updated_date closed_date 
Days to 
isolate 

Days to 
update 

Revisions 
before 
isolate 

200215 
4/13/2011 

11:16 6/6/2011 17:57 6/6/2011 17:57 54 54 17 

200218 
4/20/2011 

14:40 8/4/2011 9:01 8/3/2011 18:49 105 105 12 

200220 
4/25/2011 

13:17 5/11/2011 9:34 5/11/2011 9:34 15 15 12 

200229 
5/31/2011 

10:07 6/7/2011 9:17 6/7/2011 9:17 6 6 7 

200230 6/1/2011 20:56 
9/26/2011 

20:02 8/4/2011 9:01 63 116 14 
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200237 
7/15/2011 

14:35 
9/26/2011 

20:01 8/4/2011 9:01 19 73 12 

200240 
7/18/2011 

12:53 
7/18/2011 

14:12 
7/18/2011 

14:12 0 0 5 

200241 
7/18/2011 

12:54 
7/18/2011 

14:18 
7/18/2011 

14:18 0 0 5 

200247 
7/29/2011 

17:42 
9/29/2011 

16:12 
9/29/2011 

16:12 61 61 6 

       Silicon spin 3 Family one     

id submitted_date updated_date closed_date 
Days to 
isolate 

Days to 
update 

Revisions 
before 
isolate 

No Bugs 
 

  
       Silicon spin 1 Family Two     

id submitted_date updated_date closed_date 
Days to 
isolate 

Days to 
update 

Revisions 
before 
isolate 

215010 
10/12/2011 

2:51 
10/24/2011 

8:16 
 

N/A 12 9 

215012 
10/20/2011 

2:34 
11/4/2011 

21:26 
 

N/A 15 13 

215013 
10/22/2011 

1:41 
11/2/2011 

10:37 
 

N/A 11 6 

215014 
10/22/2011 

1:43 
10/24/2011 

14:56 
 

N/A 2 3 

215015 
10/22/2011 

2:20 11/4/2011 7:36 
 

N/A 13 12 

215018 
11/3/2011 

20:19 
11/7/2011 

19:27 
 

N/A 3 14 

       
   Figure 4.4: Data on productivity collected across two families of silicon 

 

The TimetoisolateBug” metric (table 3.8 No.1) was measured based on three 

attributes. Id. in figure 4.4 is the same as Fail id. Fail id is the unique id 

associated with a silicon bug.  All the data mined shown in figure 4.4 is from 

the company confidential database for recording fail id data in the company. 

The database is similar to bug tracking systems like bugzilla (open source 

product).  It should be noted that the fail id is recorded in the database as soon 
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as a silicon bug is seen. It is not necessary that the cause of the bug is 

identified. The recording begins as soon as something wrong is identified. This 

relates back to figure 3.1 where the first decision box of a fail / pass is 

exercised. If there is a fail then fail id is filled. 

 
 

(a)  Days to isolate: This simply means the days it takes to isolate the silicon bug. We get 

this number by the difference in the dates i.e. difference of closed data column from the 

submit date. 

 

(b)  Days to update: To measure the progress of the fail id, there is an update date 

column in the database which gives us information of when the fail id was last 

updated. This field alone will not give us the exact indicator of progress to isolate the 

bug.  

(c)  Revisions before isolate (revisions): This would address metrics which gives some 

information on the existence of some bottlenecks to the productivity. Generally, more 

the number of revisions, the more information from the database are available to 

determine the productivity metrics. The cases where, the number of revisions is 

low and the days to isolate bugs are high, is a very good case for the determination 

of productivity bottlenecks. 

KEY LESSONS LEARNT: PRODUCTIVITY METRICS 

 

Productivity data was collected on four projects. Three of  the four are of the same family 

of products. “Spin” is defined as a new silicon chip with incremental features and bug 

fixes. Spin 2 was an incremental upgrade of spin 1 silicon chip. As shown in the data spin 

3 of family 1 (figure 4.4) did not have any bugs as it was the version of the chip which was 

shipped to customers. Family 2 of products had no silicon bugs identified, but there was 

data on the progress of silicon fails based on the revisions of the fail id in the database. 

The results from the collection of data for the productivity showed the following. 
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(a) The number of days it takes for a silicon bug to be identified was 

exceptionally high in some cases. For example, it was 168 days for certain 

fail id 200143.  Finding details of the fail id from the record in the database 

showed that there were some issues related to setup which took two weeks 

to resolve. There was also instability of the tester environment due to 

which another two weeks of time was wasted. Feedback to the metrics 

team was that such issues in the flow were not accounted for. They should 

be included to accurately determine the bottlenecks. 

(b) The progress of recording the fail id details in the database was not 

followed with discipline. For productivity improvement, such discipline 

can be enforced, through automation of updates from tools to the 

database. This ensures that the debug engineers do not spend their time 

doing updates to the fail id manually. There has been some exploratory 

work  on the automation to be used and more implementation details 

need to be specified. This automation work is identified as future work 

outside the scope of this report. 

 

The graphs below show that the number of revisions to the fail id does give some high level 

indicator on the productivity.  As discussed and evident in the graphs in figures 4.5,4.6 and 

4.7, that the large number of days to isolate bugs plus higher revisions mean that the bug is 

difficult to isolate. When revisions are low but days to isolate are high, indicates that 

somewhere in the flow to debug there is a bottleneck which needs to be discovered. We can 

cite these as identified from the graphs being example fail id of 200143 and 200166 as 

example ones from figure 4.5. 200218 fail id would be another example from figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.7 does not have the revisions information to link fail id to the days to isolate fields 

as the project is still in early phases of silicon debug.  

 

Note: X axis is the fail id, Y axis is number days/revisions 
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Figure 4.5: Data on productivity for Silicon spin 1 family one 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Data on productivity for Silicon spin 2 family one 
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 Figure 4.7: Data on productivity for Silicon spin 1 family two 

 

 

NOTE: X axis is the fail id. Y axis is number of days/ revisions.  

 

SUMMARY  

In this chapter the presentation of the data and interpretation of the results were 

discussed. In the following chapter we will conclude with the lessons learnt from this case study 

and the future work that is needed for improving the usability and productivity of the debug 

tools. 

 
 

Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

Lessons learnt from the case study: 

 

 (a)  All metrics program implementations have some resistance from the developers. We did 

not use any of the design group’s metrics methods (MDP) to our case study. This may 

seem like a fresh start for every project. The design team implemented the first metrics 

program. They provided a general flow template so that any new project will be able to 

capture their flow easily. The template at least can be reused. 

 

(b) Key learning is that all the members of the Silicon Debug team (identified in figure 3.1) 
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must participate. In this case study all members except one key member 

participated. This key member was one who developed scantool. His non-

participation was one the reasons the metrics program did not get much traction. 

There was resistance in implementing any probes in the tools he owned as he was not 

fully committed to the metrics program. The impact of his non-participation was that there 

was no phase one data collection for scantool. We had only phase two data collection. We 

compared fusetool data for the two development phases to show the usability 

improvements but we were not able to do this for scantool. 

(c) The flow model was reviewed individually by many team members and there were no 

issues regarding the flow for the silicon debug tools usage model.  Through this 

flow model shown in figure 3.1 all the non -debug engineers now 

comprehend the silicon debug flow. The flow model was created as a part 

of this case study.  

(d) Identifying silicon debug f low bottlenecks in the work flow model is not possible if there 

are no base metrics identified. That is why we come up with base metrics information in 

terms of “Time to isolate bugs” from the bug database for productivity metrics. 

(e) Insertion of the probes for the metrics was one of the easiest phases of the project 

because all the engineers had agreed on which tool to be used. The training was 

provided for its use and all the probes were inserted easily. For PTLM, we analyzed only 

five probes in the case study though we had data for seventy-two. The seventy-two probes 

data were difficult to analyze as the tool involved a lot of keystrokes associated with 

it. The command line tools (fusetool and scantool) did not give as many outputs as the 

number of probes and the events were less. The probes data for these were easier to 

analyze. 

Usability 

We learned that usability for the users is defined well as a goal in this case study 
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a. It is all about the user on how he or she can improve and become faster by 

the improvements of the tools. 

b. Tool usability means that user always executes the tool successfully when 

the user performs silicon debug. 

c. Help feature is critical in phase one of the tools and enhancing this 

improves the debug. 

d. Fusetool probes data for all metrics cannot be combined to interpret the 

improvements for usability. Only individual probes data related to one 

metric are interpreted for results. That is why we have no aggregate results 

for the usability improvements.  

e. For PTLM, probes data have to be combined to interpret the improvement 

for usability. Some probes defined do not give us any meaningful 

information individually or combined. 

Productivity  

  We learned that productivity of the users of is complicated. The lessons from the 

data we examined were:   

a. Partial data is not enough. We will need data for each block in the debug 

flow. Top level baseline data does not give us any direction as to where 

we need to start looking for time improvements in the flow. 

b. Baseline data will act as a starting point for work in the future. The high 

days vs. low revisions are execution problems in the flow. As discovered, 

users fail to enter the revisions data which means it is the first thing to be 

corrected. If the tools can automatically update revisions, then the users’ 

burden of entering the data into the database is removed.  

GQM 

We learned from GQM methods that: 
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a. Goal is central to the method. MDP lacked focus on this and hence was 

not the chosen method for this case study 

b. We always need all the members to participate. Otherwise, the non-

commitment of some members will slow the implementation of the GQM 

method. 

c. GQM method is very detailed and can be easily followed for any study. 

d. For the other groups which begin any metrics implementation, we 

recommended that they use GQM due to above mentioned reasons. 

 

 

Future work 

 
1. We will extend the insertion of the probes to all five remaining tools. We will 

enhance the debug flow model to include the remaining tools. This is needed 

to build a complete picture of the silicon debug process. 

2. Top down analysis of the work flow model can be enabled to find out any 

bottlenecks. Lean analysis should be done as future work. Strategies at the lower 

levels need to be found to close the  gaps in the  productivity of the silicon debug 

tools  

3. More powerful analysis tools like MDP workbench can be integrated into the analysis 

stage. MDP workbench is a tool suite created by the MDP metrics team for analyzing 

the data gathered from the probes. MDP workbench setup was not enabled for the 

project that is why we were unable to use it for this case study. In the future, we plan 

to integrate MDP workbench which will help us data mine multiple and complex 

queries so that the information can be presented to the management. Graphical 

outputs are easier to understand and grasp for a person who is not an expert user of 

the probe database. 
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